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Tontonballons/ Uncleballoons is an international balloon artist 
who performed in tenths of countries, but also in Palais des 
Festivals de Cannes or in the Opéra of Toulon. Specialized in 
amazing balloons sculptures, he is the author of « the 10 000 
balloons show » and the artistic director of the balloonapark 
event (international balloon convention)

After a successful operation in Lebanon (Summer 2016) 
in City Centre Mall, Tontonballons/Uncleballoons offers  to 
organize a balloon festival in your Mall for summer festivities, 
back to school operation, Christmas, Easter…

MALL BALLOON FESTIVAL

Balloon performance on stage 
adapted for 400-600 people 

(included Man in the balloon)

Palais des Festivals of Cannes (France), Opera of Toulon (France), Teatro Modesta Sanginez (Bolivia), Teatro Higgins 
(Colombia), Morocco Solar festival (Morocco), City Centre Beirut (Lebanon)…

References in tenths of countries:  

Balloons workshops for kids and 
families, up to 500 kids a day

Balloon decoration

Balloon parade roaming around 
the mall with handy sound system
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Security

Main part of the decoration is hanged by your technical service to avoid anyone to pick up balloons.  Hanging operations 
will be done at night to avoid any trouble with the audience. Plan to not have hanged publicity/advertisement in the 
selected places during the operation.
Decoration on stage or on the floor must be secured with Plexiglas walls or posts guide line and have a special care 
from the security service during the operation.
If you wish people to take photos on stage or in the balloons, you will have to plan security team with a hostess.

Communication

Balloons are very popular and people love taking picture with them.  In City Centre Beirut, we had thousands and 
thousands of photos taken every day. We suggest to print special posters/pvc walls… with your logo and your 
message… it will fit on every photo taken.

A video team will be operating during the openings days to provide a video for social Medias.

A photo game can be organized on Facebook, in order to win prizes or balloons sculptures.

A specific communication about the balloon project can feed the impression of an amazing event 
organized by an international artist. (National Medias, flyers with time schedule, giant posters, etc.)
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Local team

To your charge

2 hostess to welcome kids and deal the flyers (if needed)
1 local referent from the direction office
1 inflating team during 3 to 5 days, depending on the amount of balloons (6 people, 8 hrs/day))
1 parade team, can be the same that inflating team (4 people 8 hrs/day)
1 workshop team, members must be people able to learn balloons basic sculptures and lead the balloons workshop 
with kids (4 people, 8 hrs/day). They must be fluent with local language and English. The workshop team will have a 2 
hours conference to learn the basis for the workshop in days 4, 5, 6. Every day, they will have 30 minutes conference to 
learn new design, 1h30 for inflating the workshop balloons, 6 hours of workshop with kids. 

People for the inflating team and the parade team can be issued from cleaning service or security service, 1 of them  
will be English fluent to be the referent.
All the members should be completely black dressed (no logo, no publicity), we will fit them with a suit.

The salary of the teams should be divided in 2 parts: basic salary and personal gratification if the job asked is correctly 
done.

Local teams for hostess, decoration, parade and workshops
1 large room (200-300 meters sq) to inflate and store the balloons during the event. This room will be clean, out of 
dust. This room should be close to stage and kids workshop
1 artist room close to the stage
10-20 large tables (2m x1m)
100-200 meters square place in the mall for kids workshop with 8 large tables and 30 seats
20-50 meters sq stage, high 20-50 cm, with sound system and lights if possible
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Day 1 :

Day 3 :

Day 4 to day 6/7/8 :

Day 2 :

Landing

Preparation of pvc/trolley structures

Inflating balloons, hanging decoration
2 hours conference for workshop team
All the balloons for decoration and parade must be inflated and hanged before the first day of 
the operation. The opening day will have a « BIM » effect on the audience

Preparation of the large room ( inflators, air systems, tables, balloons)
Local buying
Meeting with the direction team
Meeting with the communication manager
Meeting with the technics department for hanging the balloons sculptures

Opening day + 2 weeks: Mall Balloon Festival
Kids workshop 11AM-12 :30AM  and 2PM-6PM
Balloons parade 30 minutes at 11AM, 2PM, 3PM, 4PM, 5PM, 6PM
Balloons performance on stage 20 minutes, included « Man in the balloon » at 5 :30 PM and 7 :00PM
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Balloons and equipment

We provide all the balloons and equipment to fix the decoration, the parade elements and the stage decoration.

1* Project
1 balloon artist manages the locals teams (10 000 balloons for decoration and  parade, 30 000 balloons for workshop) 
for 2 weeks

2** Project
1 balloon artist manages the locals teams (10 000 balloons decoration, workshop, parade) for 2 weeks
+ Tontonballons/Uncleballoons performs on stage twice a day for 20-30 minutes

3*** Project
1 balloon artist manages the locals teams (10 000 balloons decoration, workshop, parade) for 2 weeks
+ Tontonballons/Uncleballoons performs on stage twice a day for 20-30 minutes
+ 1 balloon artist performing live balloons on stage or in the workshop place

4**** Project
1 balloon artist manages the locals teams (10 000 balloons decoration, workshop, parade) for 2 weeks
+ Tontonballons/Uncleballoons performs on stage twice a day for 20-30 minutes
+ 1 balloon artist performing live balloons on stage or in the workshop place
+ 1 balloon artist performing modern art sculptures used in the decorations or around the mall

5*****Project
1 balloon artist manages the locals teams (10 000 balloons decoration, workshop, parade) for 2 weeks
+ Tontonballons/Uncleballoons performs on stage twice a day for 20-30 minutes
+ 1 balloon artist performing live balloons on stage or in the workshop place
+ 1 balloon artist performing modern art sculptures used in the decorations or around the mall
+ 1 balloon decoration artist (plan another decoration team, 10 000 balloons included)
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GIANT Animals
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Birthday
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Ghost Boat
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Star Wars
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Bollywood-India
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China
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Tales and legends
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Hats and masks
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Mascot
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Balloons decoration
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Sea and Oceans
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Fancy dress and disguise
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Carros
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Participative workshop
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Modern art exhibition
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Contact Production

Compagnie Tontonballons
2260 chemin de Revirand 

07370 SARRAS
FRANCE

tél :
04 75 23 71 39  

06-24-81-60-94

contact@tontonballons.com

APE : 9001Z – Siret : 752 318 287 00014


